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Introduction to MTL

Goal of MTL :  to train a single model collaboratively using data from multiple tasks 
to enable knowledge transfer.

MTL is widely used in CV,  NLP,  RecSys, etc.



The core steps of traditional MTL include:

• Collect training data for the multi-tasks 

• Design a MTL architecture

• Optimize the parameters

Introduction to MTL

MTL model

Bird or Dog ?

Tiger or Fish? 

Input Prediction

“Learn from Raw Data”

Loss
backpropagation



Learn from Raw Data

State-of-the-art MTL solution

 High data management/storage costs 

 Data privacy risk

“Instead, can we learn 
from well-trained models?”

However, there are two problems with using raw data for MTL:



State-of-the-art MTL solution

Ilharco, Gabriel, et al. "Editing models with task arithmetic." ICLR, 2023.

(a) A task vector is obtained by subtracting the weights of a pre-trained model from 
the weights of the same model after fine-tuning.
(b) Adding task vectors together perform the multi-task learning.

Recent research (called Task Arithmetic) has shown that multi-task learning 
can be performed by merging independently trained models.

(a) (b) 



State-of-the-art MTL solution

Based on task vectors, TIES-Merging further removes redundant parameter 
updating and solves parameter symbol conflicts to alleviate the interference of 
model merging.

Yadav, Prateek, et al. "Ties-Merging: Resolving interference when merging models." NeurIPS, 2023.



State-of-the-art MTL solution

Ilharco, Gabriel, et al. "Editing models with task arithmetic." ICLR, 2023.
Yadav, Prateek, et al. "Ties-Merging: Resolving interference when merging models." NeurIPS, 2023.

However, we observe that there is still a large performance gap between the 
task vector-based model merging approach and the traditional MTL.

Gap
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A critical observation in the analysis of task vector-based MTL methods is the 
significance of the merging coefficient λ associated with the task vector.

Our AdaMerging

The impact of coefficient λ on the average 
accuracy of various MTL methods on eight tasks.

(a) Definition of  “task vector”
(b) Task Arithmetic (Ilharco et al., 2023)

Ilharco, Gabriel, et al. "Editing models with task arithmetic." ICLR, 2023.

an ill-suited 
merging 
coefficient

best



Our AdaMerging

Question: Is it reasonable for all task vectors to share a merge coefficient? And,  
is it reasonable for all layers of a task vector to share a merge coefficient?

Task vectors/layers differ greatly and it is not enough to share a single 
coefficient.

Further, one important question is:

We think the answer is "no".



Our AdaMerging

We propose Task-wise model merging and Layer-wise model merging.



Our AdaMerging

We propose Task-wise AdaMerging for multi-task model merging .

(C) Task-wise AdaMerging for MTL, which learns a different merging coefficient λk to each
task vector Tk (k ∈ {A, B}).



Our AdaMerging

We propose Layer-wise AdaMerging for multi-task model merging .

(d) Layer-wise AdaMerging for MTL, which learns a different merging coefficient         to 
each layer l (l ∈ {1, 2}) of the task vector Tk (k ∈ {A, B}).



Our AdaMerging

Critical Challenge: How to optimize merging coefficients?

Because we don't have the raw training data for the multiple tasks.

Inspired by test-time adaptation (Wang, Dequan, et al), we use entropy 
minimization of unlabeled test data as a proxy objective function.

Wang, Dequan, et al. "Tent: Fully test-time adaptation by entropy minimization." ICLR, 2021.



Our AdaMerging

Shannon entropy depends only on the output 
of the model.

How can we verify that entropy minimization is a reasonable surrogate 
objective in model merging?



Our AdaMerging

Evidence 1:  Samples with low entropy also have low losses.

We first group the samples according 
to the entropy of each sample (a total 
of 11 groups), and then count the true 
cross entropy loss in each group.



Our AdaMerging

Evidence 2:  We observe a higher average correlation between them.

We also directly calculated the 
Spearman correlation coefficient of 
entropy and prediction loss.



Our AdaMerging

Optimization Objective

Based on the above verification, we take entropy minimization as the optimization 
proxy goal of the model merging coefficient in our AdaMerging.

where Bk represents a batch of unlabeled test samples sampled in task k. 



Experiments
Significantly Higher MTL Performance. 

We verify that the 
proposed AdaMerging 
method significantly 
outperforms existing 
model merging methods 
in performance.



Experiments
Substantially Improved Generalization. 

We also compare the performance of AdaMerging and task vector-based 
model merging methods (Task Arithmetic and Ties-Merging) on two sets of 
unseen tasks. AdaMerging is significantly better.



Experiments
Visual analysis of merging coefficient

Different tasks/layers in AdaMerging learn different merge coefficients.



Questions of your interest

Thank you！


